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ABSTRACT

The object of this thesis is to study the difference in tran
sient and frequency response characteristics between a prototype
d-c phase lead compensating network and an equivalent a-c phase lead
compensating network*

A second order servo is selected to be compensated and five d-c
prototype and equivalent a-c phase lead compensating networks are de
signed*

The frequency characteristics of the a-c networks are obtained

experimentally and these of the d-c networks are obtained analytically*
The characteristics of both networks are compared and their differences
are studied*

The transient characteristics of the d-c and a-c compen

sated closed-loop systems to a step input are also investigated*

Finally, conclusions are made from the experimental results*

An

attempt is also made to generalize the conclusions so as to apply to
higher order systems*
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The object of this thesis is to study the differences in transient
and frequency response characteristics between a prototype d-c phase
lead compensating network and an equivalent phase lead a-c compensating
network.

Frequently, servomechanism signals are a-c voltages, such as the
error signal from a selsyn control transformer or
with an a-c voltage.

potentiometer excited

These a-c voltages can be used directly to control

two phase servo motors, which are widely used, because of their superior
ity in operation due to the absence of brushes and commutators.

Further

more, the design of an RC coupled audio amplifier to drive an a-c motor
is less expensive and simpler than the design of a d-c amplifier to drive
a d-c motor.

Therefore, the a-c servosystem is widely used.

However,

one major problem of the a-c system is confronted in designing a compen
sating network for achieving the desired

specifications for a system.

Essentially, most graphical and mathematical techniques, such as
polar plot, root locus and Bode plot, are based on a study of d-c servosystems.

Provision for compensation in a d-c servo system is compara

tively easier and more accurate than in the corresponding a-c servosystem.
Mathematical analysis of a suppressed-carrier signal has shown that, in
order to attain the same compensation, the frequency characteristics of
an a-c compensating network should be symmetrical about the carrier fre
quency in the same manner as the frequency characteristics of a d-c com
pensating network are about the zero frequency.
are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

These characteristics

Thus using a d-c prototype compensating

13
network, it is possible to design an a-c compensating network.

In general, the desired a-c characteristics can only be approxi
mated over a limited frequency range.

With these design principles

in mind, if the servo design problem has been completed using a d-c
analysis and the desired compensation function is known from a d-c
study, the question arises as to how these characteristics will appear
on the approximate a-c basis.

In this thesis, five prototype d-c phase lead compensating net
works are designed and from these known characteristics, five equiv
alent a-c phase lead compensating networks are developed.

Their fre

quency characteristics are studied experimentally and compared with
those of the prototype networks.

An experimental investigation is al

so made to study the transient responses of both d-c and a-c compen
sated systems to a step input.

Two phase, *f00 cps, induction motors are widely used in a-c con
trol systems.

Therefore, a typical transfer function of this type of

motor is selected as the basic transfer function to be compensated in
this project.

The motor and networks were simulated on the analog com

puter at the Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy.

14

II.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The field of a-c compensation is still in the developmental stage.
The reports published by Sobczyk^^ are a very significant contribution
to the field,

Sobczyk has developed the general expression for the si gnal output
of a network possessing a linear transfer function to a suppressed-carrier
input.

He has also shown that a two phase servo motor possesses the char

acteristics of a demodulator followed by a d-c motor.

He has established the requirements for an a-c compensation with
emphasis on proportional plus derivative action of an a-c compensating
network.

These necessary frequency response characteristics are shown

in Figures 1 and 2.

Bridge and parallel-T networks are discussed and

their proportional plus derivative action for carrier compensation is es
tablished.

Phase lag or integral compensation is also possible but the re
quired Q of the inductor in the lag network is very high, and also, the
response is very sensitive to any shift in carrier frequency so their use
is not desirable.

He has suggested the use of electromechanical networks for lead
compensation in a-c servosystems.

(2) used some electromechanical devices for lead compensation

McDonald'

in a-c servosystems.

These devices can be made relatively free of noise

due to the absence of electrical components, such as chokes, resistors,
etc. but accuracy in
ficed somewhat.

achieving the desired characteristics is also sacri

15

FIG, 1.

GAIN vs. FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE A-C AND D-C

Phase Shift

PHASE LEAD COMPENSATING NETWORKS.

FIG. 2

PHASE SHIFT vs. FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS OF BOTH NETWORKS
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(3)
Blantonw 'briefly mentioned the use of feedback devices, such as
synchros, tachometers, etc.

This method of feedback compensation con

sists of establishing a new feedback path from the system output to the
input or points within the system.

However, he has not given any mathe

matical analysis for this method,

Chestnut and Mayer

(4)
'present a brief analytical discussion for

frequencies of various voltages that are present in different portions
of an all a~c servosystem employing a two phase motor.
parallel-T networks are briefly reviewed.

Bridge-T and

Effects of shifts in carrier

frequency on amplitude and phase shift of the two side bands of modulated
output are discussed and the necessity of good frequency regulation is
stressed*

Savant ^ p r e s e n t s the necessary and sufficient conditions for physi
cal realizability of four terminal networks for d-c compensation.
methods of compensation for a-c servosystems are presented.
a-c d-c system and the other is an all a-c system.

One is hybrid

In the first method,

d-c as well as a-c signals are present in the closed-loop system.
second method, only a c signals are present.

Two

In the

Since RC phase lead networks

of a d-c system do not have the same compensating effect on a suppressed
carrier signal, a-c compensating networks are necessary.

Design of these

networks from direct synthesis is complex, hence Savant suggests design
ing the a-c compensating network from a prototype d-c network.

M u r p h y ^ briefly describes carrier systems and then establishes re
quirements for carrier compensation as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

With

the frequency characteristics of the network thus stated on a d-c basis,

17

an electrical network having exactly the frequency response about the
carrier frequency may be designed.

Since linear network with exactly

these characteristics is not physically realizable, networks which have
approximately these characteristics can be employed.

Resonant and notch

filters have such characteristics.

Kuo

(7)
'describes various methods for compensating d-c feedback con

trol systems.

A simple method of designing d-c phase-lead compensating

networks from Bode plots has been developed.
/ON

Weiss'” 'has developed conditions for physical realizability of RLC
and RC phase-lead a-c compensating networks.

There must exist certain

relationships between the poles and zeros of the d-c prototype compensat
ing network and the carrier frequency of a system.

These relationships

are given in Chapter III describing the design of a-c compensating net
works.
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III,

SELECTION OF THE BASIC SBRVOSYSTEM

The transfer function of a two phase servo motor is given by:

G (s) =

Q)f,
—j— =

s (1+Tms>

(3 .1 )

Values of K ^ n d Tm are so selected that the closed-loop system, after
being compensated, will oscillate, overshoot and finally settle down
in response to a step input#

Two assumptions are made while deriving

a transfer function for an a-c compensating network in Appendix I#
First, the signal frequency,

w , is assumed to be very low as compared

to the carrier frequency, u> , of the system#

Second, the inductor,

v

used in the network, is assumed to have infinite Q at the carrier fre
quency of the system#

Because of the first assumption, the frequency

of operation of a *f00 cps system should be between frequencies of
rad/sec and 70 rad/sec#
is not valid#

0

For higher frequencies, the first assumption

In designing the prototype d-c phase lead compensating

network, the corner frequencies were chosen to lie within this band of
frequencies.

The requirements of the basic servosystem and the proto

type d-c phase lead compensating networks for this project were there
fore selected as follows:
1.

Value of motor time constant, Tm, equals 0.2 seconds.

2.

The two c o m e r frequencies of all prototype d-c phase

lead compensating networks lie within the frequency range of 0 rad/sec
and ?C rad/sec and the geometric mean, u>m , of these two c o m e r frequen
cies, is chosen at 30 rad/sec#
3*

Since the nature of the compensated system is to be os

cillatory, the phase margin of the compensated system at the new gain

19

cross-over frequency

must be between

30

to

60

degrees*

Sample Design of a Prototype D-C and Equivalent A-C phase Lead
Compensating Network*

The motor transfer function to be compensated is:
K.

G(s)

s(l +

0.2s)

(3.2)

A prototype d-c phase lead compensating network is shown in Figure
3*

The transfer function of the n e t w o r k ^is:

-E* s

Ei

z.

(l QTS)
Q c K TSJ
(3.3)

Where, a, the attenuation constant is a =

jL

R

R2
T, the time constant of the network is T =

2
R, R, c
r—
~
Rl + R 2

and, aT, = R^ C

T#e Bode plot of this transfer function is shown in Figure 4-*

Prototype D-C Network II

Let the upper c o m e r frequency,

, be

rad/sec and the geo

metric frequency, cu^, of the two c o m e r frequencies be at

30

rad/sec as

assumed previously.
Then the lower c o m e r frequency is

1 QT “
and a = |r =
T =

_

7r

| q = 2.25
= 0*0222 sec.

<45

20

rad/sec.
(3.*0

20

FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 4

PROTOTYPE D-C PHASE LEAD COMPENSATING' NETWORK

BODE PLOT-FOR D-C PHASE LEAD COMPENSATING NETWORK
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sec*

0m ,

The maximum phase shift,

offered by the network is given by Ku&7 ^

as:
a a +

Sin " 1

1
1

=

22.6

degrees

(3.5)

The transfer function of the prototype network is therefore g'ven
by:
(3.6)

The motor gain constant K is so selected that new gain cross over
frequency of the compensated system is

=

30

the maximum phase shift offered by the network.

rad/sec thus utilizing
The open loop transfer

function of the compensated system becomes

O

K
(s) Gcc (s) = 2.25

(1 + 0.05S) ___________
(1 + 0.2S) (1 + 0.222S)
(3.7)

8,

Using the Bode plot of this function in Figure
be

120 ,

the value of K should

in order to have a new gain cross over frequency at u)^ =

30

rad/sec.

The transfer function of the network was derived under the assumption that
there was an infinite load impedance and zero source impedance.

Values

of R^, R^ and C were so selected experimentally that this assumption held
good.
Let

C = 0.1 microfarads

then

R1 = ^

and

R9 =
Z

=

500

^1
a -

=

1

kilohms
500 = *K)0 kilohms
1.25

With these component values, the network was constructed and its frequen
cy response to a sinusoidal input was found.

This frequency response was

observed to be the same as the theoretical one.

In a similar manner, the

22

other four prototype d-c phase lead compensating networks are designed.
Circuit parameters and frequency response characteristics are tabulated
in Table I.

Equivalent A-C Phase Lead Compensating Network

A configuration of an a-c lead network is shown in Figure 5»

The

frequency characteristics of this network about the carrier frequency,
closely resemble those of the d-c lead network about the zero frequency.
The transfer function of the signal is derived in Appendix I and

is

given by:

JL =
E.
1

I
ft,+ R0
q
2

q +j

,, . . 2 L
q + a

s
» .)

««.)
(3.8)

provided o>

+ o)s a- u>c and the Q of the inductor is infinite to prevent

attenuation of the two side bands of the suppressed-carrier signal.

The

Bode plot for the transfer function of the equivalent a-c network is
shown in Figure

6.

The equivalent a-c lead network is designed as follows.

The transfer function of the equivalent a-c lead network is given by:

= JL (1+ a T«)
a

(l + Ts)

i

q + 0.05S)

= 2.25

(1 + 0.222S)

Let

L = 10 henries, then C = — 3—r-

and

aT =

U)c ,L<

PT

5—

= 0.05 sec.

R2
then
and

= “^r* = 2x10x20 = ^00 ohms
R-,

=

R_

A hm s

=

(3.6)

0.01585 microfarads

-170

28

1.9

14-0

1 (1+0. 0455S)
1.9 (ltC.024s)

II

II

23

30

20

50

30

-1?0

33

2.25

125

2.25

III

III

33

30

16.3

55

30

-170

43

3.37

no

1
(110.06143)
3.37 (1+0.0182S)

IV

IV

uo

30

14.1

65

30

-170

so

4.66

87

V

V

44

30

12.8

70

30

-170

54

5.47

78

1

TABLE I.

i

(1+0.05S)
(1*C.022?S)

(1 +0, 0:51

4 .6 6 (1+0.015S)

1
(1+0.078S)
575? (1+0.01433)

THE FIVE PROTOTYPE D-C PHASE LEAD COMPENSATING NETWORKS

Value of C
in Microfarads

30

Resistance R«
in Kilohms

41.4

455

506

0.1

500

400

0.1

612

258

0.1

700

191

0.1

780

175.1

0.1

Resistance R,
in Kilohms

Value of K

21.8

Network
Transfer
Function

Value of a

30

©

Lower C o m e r
Frequency

18

a Cu

K

I

• +>

0

I

Network

Net Phase
Margin at tv
m

New Gain
Cross Over
Frequency
tv
_______ m ___ . . .
Phase Shift of
Uncompensated
System at tv^

Higher C o m e r
Frequency
rad/sec
1/T

rad/sec = jjr—

Frequency for

—

degrees

Maximum Designed
Phase Shift

23

24

= Ra+

FIG♦5• EQUIVALENT A-C PHASE LEAD COMPENSATING NETWORK

FIG.6. BODE PLOT FOR A-C PHASE LEAD COMPENSATING NETWORK
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Resistance

of the inductor is included in resistor R^ of the network

so the inductor can be considered to have infinite Q at the carrier fre
quency, tt>c =

2512

rad/ sec*

This is the advantage of this network con

figuration over other RLC configurations for a-c compensation.

In a similar manner, the four a-c phase lead compensating networks
equivalent to the four prototype d-c phase lead compensating networks
were designed and the results are tabulated in Table II*

Network

26

TABLE II

c
Network
Micro
henry farads Transfer Function
L

h

R2

ohms

ohms

I

393

436

10

II

500

400

w

III

775

327

n

n

IV

1030

282

w

M

V

114 0

256

n

n

.0 15 8 5

»«

1

(l+ p .0 4 5 5 s )

1.9 ( 1 + 0 .0 2 4 s )

1

(1+0.05S)

2 .2 5 ( 1 + 0 .0222S)

1
(1 + 0 .0614S
3 .3 7 (1+ 0 .0 18 2 S )

1

(1+0.075)

77Z (uo. 0 15 s )

1
(1+ 0 .0 7 8 S )
5.4 7 '(l+ S lo lS JS )

THE EQUIVALENT A-C PHASE LEAD COMPENSATING NETWORKS
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Realizability of Bridge-T and Parallel-.? Networks

The bridge-T and parallel®! networks are shown in Figures 12 and 13
respectively.

If the transfer function of the prototype d®c phase lead

compensating network is

(3.10)

then parameters m and n of the bridge®T network, as shown in Figure 12,
are given by
n

^z (p - z)

(3 .U )

2

u;c

(3-12)

for physical realizability of the network, parameters m and n must be
positive.

This requires that

» ct f e ( p . s )

(3.13)

In a similar manner, for physical realizability of parallel-! network
parameters

m2>

and n£ must be positive.

This also requires that

u)c2 4 ^ z ( p - z )

(3*14)

This condition is not satisfied by any of the five prototype d-c
phase lead compensating networks for a carrier frequency, of
rad/sec employed in this project.

udc

=

2512

in R
\KJ\Ki— NKN\j

FIG. 12.

BRIDGE-T NETWORK

n C

FIG. 13

C

PARALIEL-T NETWORK
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IV,

ANALOG SIMULATION OF THE SYSTEM

The analog computer simulation of the system is shown in Figure 14.
The block diagram of the closed-loop system is shown in Figure 15*

In

the first part of this chapter, the four major components, as shown in
Figure 14, are briefly discussed.

In the second part of the chapter,

the experimental work to obtain the frequency response and transient
characteristics of the closed-loop servosystem is discussed for each
of the designed networks.

A.

THE COMPONENTS OF THE SERVOSYSTEM
The four major components of the servosystem, as shown in Figure

14, are the modulator, the demodulator, the high pass filter and the
low pass filter.

These components are discussed in detail in reference

10.
1.

Modulator and Demodulator
Modulators are employed to convert a low frequency to

an amplitude modulated signal which has an amplitude proportional to the
amplitude cf the low frequency signal.
nal is either equal to or

180

The phase of the modulated sig

degrees out of phase with the carrier vol

tage depending upon whether the polarity of low frequency signal is posi
tive or negative.
Mechanical modulators or choppers are employed here instead
of electronic modulators to avoid drift problems.
a switch to make and break an electric contact.

These choppers act as
A schematic of the chopper

is shown in Figure 16.
Referring to Figure 16, an alternating carrier voltage of

6

volts and 400 cps is applied to terminals 5 and 7*

The low frequency

35

200K

FIG. 14.

ANALOG COMPUTER SIMULATION FOR OBTAINING THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE UN COMPENSATED
CLOSED-LOOP SERVOSTSTEM.
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r

2

i

Signal Input
3
Modulated Output

Carrier Voltage
6V .400 cps*

n
f

FIG. 16.

SCHEMATIC OF ELECTROMECHANICAL CHOPPER

6V, 400 cps

*

Signal Input

- •—

FIG. 1?.

t

Suppressed

n

BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL CHOPPER

■arrier Output

6.

signal voltage is applied to terminals 2 and
modulated voltage is taken across terminals

3

The suppressed-carrier

and

6.

The output of the chopper contains a low frequency com
ponent of the input signal.

This low frequency component is filtered

out by a high pass filter which follows the chopper.
The suppressed-carrier modulated signal voltage is con
verted into a low frequency signal by means of demodulators.

The mech

anical chopper, shown in Figure 1 6 can also be used as a demodulator.
An amplitude modulated signal voltage
An alternating carrier voltage of
roinals 5 and
minals

3

and

7.

6

is applied to terminals 2 and

6*

volts and 400 cps is applied to ter

The low frequency signal voltage is taken across ter

6.
The modulator and demodulator are synchronized to pre

vent loss of gain in signals.

This is achieved by introducing a phase

shifting RC network to control the

phase of the carrier voltage to the

demodulator.

2.

The High Pass and Low Pass Filters
The modulated output signal from the chopper contains

low frequency components of the input voltage.
by a high pass filter.

These are filtered out

The high pass filter is a simple RC network

having a time constant, RC, such that the low frequency components ex
perience high attenuation and only high frequency components are trans
mitted through the filter.

The high pass filter is shown in Figure 18.

The transfer function is:
Eo

RCS
1+RCS
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3.0 x-t

Ei •

Hf---------

Eo

1000
ohms

1

FIG. 18. HIGH PASS FILTER

FIG. 19. LOW PASS FILTER.
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with the time constant, EC, chosen to equal 0*005 sec*, the above re
quirement is met*

The values of R and C are so selected that the out

put impedance of the filter is very low as compared to the input im
pedance of the a-c phase lead compensating network which follows it*
By taking a value of R=1000 ohms and C=5 microfarads, these require
ments are met*
An RC low pass filter, shown in Figure 19, follows the
demodulator to filter out the high frequency components in the demod
ulated output*

The time constant, RC, is so selected that it is very

high as compared to the periodic time, Tc, of the carrier wave.
sistor of 400 kilohms, follows this filter.

A re

The impedance of this re

sistor is very high as compared to the output impedance of the filter,
so that the filter is not loaded.

Values of R=200 kilohms and C = 0.01

microfarads are selected experimentally so that output of the filter is
not distorted and has no appreciable phase shift at the frequences of
concern.

B.

THE FREQUENCY AND TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS
The frequency and transient characteristics are the criteria for

the performance of a servosystem.

The frequency cnaracteristies ex

hibit the behavior of the system as the frequency of the input signal
varies.

The transient characteristics exhibit the instantaneous per

formance of the system.
1.

Frequency Characteristics
The frequency characteristics of the d-c phase lead com

pensating networks were computed and those of the a-c phase lead compen
sating networks were obtained experimentally.
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To take into account the effect of introducing the
carrier channel, shown in Figure 20, the frequency response of the
carrier channel to a sinusoidal input was obtained*

It was observed

that there was no phase shift between the output and input voltages of
the carrier channel*

The transmission factor of the carrier channel,

Xc, defined as the ratio of the input voltage to the output voltage from
the channel, was observed to be constant*
Phase shift and gain characteristics are calculated from
Brush records of input and output voltage after taking into account the
transmission factor, Xc of the carrier channel.

These

characteristics

are plotted in Figures 26 through 30*

2*

The Transient Characteristics
The closed-loop d-c and a-c compensated servosystems are

represented in block diagrams shown in Figures 23 and 25 respectively.
The analog computer simulations used for obtaining the transient response
to a step input of these systems are shown in Figures 22 and 24 respectively.
For an ideal comparison of the transient responses of both
systems, it is necessary that the impedance levels in both systems should
be well matched, so that changing various parameters values in the compen
sating networks do not effect the physical response of each component of
the system.

This was checked by observing on an oscilloscope no differ

ence in physical responses of each component of the system before and after
changing the impedance levels.

If there existed any difference in the

physical responses, then small changes were made in the parameters values
of the high pass filter so that the final responses were the same.
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6V

400 cps.

6V 400 cps.

^output

FIGURE 20.

Transmission Factor
of the Carrier Channel

Xc

THE CARRIER CHANNEL

A
a

s
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s

Input to the Channel
Output oF the Channel
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6V

Modulator

6V,

400 cps

A-C
Compensating_
Network

High Pass
Filter

“

i

r

Demodulator

400 cps

Low Pass
Filter

~

To Brush Recorder

FIG. 21

BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR OBTAINING THE FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
A-C NEWORKS,
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S HVOSYSTEM.
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R(t)

*

FIG* *23.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE CLOSED-LOOP D-C COMPENSATED SERVO SYSTEM-
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1

FIG. 24.

THE ANALOG COMPUTER SIMULATION FOR OBTAING THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF
CLOSED-LOOP SERVOSYSTEM.

a -C

COMPENSATED
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FIG. 25.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE CLOSED-LOOP A-C COMPENSATED SERVOSITSTSM
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A step input to the system, applied to the summer amp
lifier

1,

and the output of the system, taken from amplifier

recorded by means of the Brush recorder*
in Figures 31 through 35*

5>

were

These recordings are shown

There are five sets of recorded data, each

showing the transient response of the a-c and d-c compensated closed
loop servosystems by each of the five sets of phase lead compensating
networks*

From these recordings, the rise time, the settling time and

the percentage overshoot were computed and are tabulated in Table III*

rC ®'i'I'°a a rith m lc
**1 10 to the inch

*

O
r*J

oJ
7D
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A -C

C O M P EN SA T IO N

D -C COMPENSATION

11 ▼
0 Y

.

<.

11

Y

0Y

K ^ was adjusted to a low value.

> FIGURE 31. THE THANS2ENT RESPONSE CNF THE A-C AND D-C COMPENSATED
CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEMS SB A STEP INPUT. ( NETWORK I ) .
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A-C C O M P E N S A T I O N

D-C C O M P E N S A T I O N

FIGURE 32. THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE A-C AND D-C COMPENSATED
CLOSED -LOOP SYSTEMS TO A STEP INPUT. ( NETWORK II ).
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A-C COMPENSATION

D-C COMPENSATION

rFIGURE 35. THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE A-C AND D-C COMPENSATED
CLOSED -LOOP STSTE16 TO A STEP INPUT. ( NETWORK 111 )
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A-C COMPENSATION

D-C COMPENSATION

FIGURE M * THE TRANSIENT RESPONSES OF THE A-C AND D-C COMPENSATED
CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEMS TO A STEP INPUT. < NETWORK IT )
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A-C COMFENSAT10®f

D-C COMPENSATION

FIGURE 35. THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE A-C AND D-C COMPSKSAfBD
CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEMS TO A STEP INPUT. ( NETWORK ▼ )
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V,

DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This chapter is divided into four major sections.

In the first

section, the results of the experimental work are outlined.
second section, these results are discussed.
higher order systems are considered.

In the

In the third section,

In the last section, usability

of a-c compensation is evaluated.

A.

OUTLINE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The frequency characteristics of the prototype d-c networks are

computed and those of the equivalent a-c networks were obtained exper
imentally.
through 30.

These frequency characteristics are plotted in Figures 26
The transient characteristics of the d-c and a-c compen

sated systems to a step input are tabulated in Table III.

The Brush

records of the transient response of both systems are shown in Figures
31 through 35*

The plots of the output of both systems to a step input

are replotted on top of one another in Figures

1.

36 through *K>.

The Frequency Characteristics
From these characteristics, it is observed that attenuation in

a-c networks is greater than in the corresponding prototype d-c lead
network and the difference in attenuation increases as the signal fre
quency, (jo , increases.
s

This difference in attenuation also increases

with the designed maximum phase shift of the networks.
in attenuation is in the vicinity of

db.

The difference

The difference in phase

shifts is in the vicinity of 5 degrees at higher signal frequencies and
in the vicinity of 1 degree for lower signal frequencies.

The maximum

phase shifts of both networks occur at the designed frequency.
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2.

The T ra n sien t C h a r a c te r is tic s

Referring to the Table II, it is observed that the percentage
error in rise time of both systems increases as the maximum designed
phase shift of the networks increase.

The highest percentage error in

rise time is 11$.
The percentage error in settling time increases as the maximum
designed phase shift of the networks increases, 1^.7$ being the highest.
There is a little difference in the maximum overshoot of both
types of the closed-loop systems.

Overshoot in the a-c compensated sys

tem is always slightly more than that in the d-c compensated system.
These results show that the a-c compensated system is less
damped than the corresponding d-c compensated system.

B,

DISCUSSION

The experimental results show that the differences in the charac
teristics are within tolerable limits.

The second order servo system,

selected for this project, is adequately compensated by the equivalent
a-c compensation.

While deriving the transfer function of the a-c lead

compensating network in Appendix I, it is assumed that

u> i u> 2: ci)
C

S

C

It is evident from this approximation that the variations in the
characteristics also depend on the carrier frequency of a system.

The

hi^ier the carrier frequency of a system, the smaller are the differences
in the characteristics for a given signal frequency.

The differences in

the characteristics of the prototype d-c and equivalent a-c networks are
attributed to the following reasons*

(i)

The transfer function of the equivalent a-c network is an approx

imation to the exact transfer function of the d-c prototype network, so
the physical response of the a-c network may not be the same as the com
puted response of the d-c network,

(ii)

The resistors used in the a-c network should be ideally non-induc

tive, but in practice, even the purest non-inductive resistors are not
ideally non-inductive,

likewise the capacitor used in the A-c network

is not ideal non-resistive,

C.

Third and Higher Order Systems

From the results of the experiments, it is evident that the second
order system can be adequately compensated.

Third and higher order sys

tems, whose higher order terms are very small, effectively behave as a
second order system for low signal frequencies.

The small higher order

terms contribute very little in characteristics of these systems at a
low signal frequency.

Thus performance of the higher systems is due to the second and
lower terms at low signal frequency.

Therefore, the performance of

higher order systems can be improved in the same manner as the second
order system.

D.

Evaluation of Usability of the Equivalent A-C Compensation

Given a certain a-c servosystem, the question must be considered
as to what extent an equivalent a-c compensation can be of use.

The

answer to this question is not definite but depends on the objective
of the a-c compensation.

If the system is to be merely compensated adequately so that the
performance of the system is improved considerably, then an equivalent
a-c compensation can be employed effectively.

If the servo-engineer intends to achieve exactly the same char
acteristics by an equivalent a-c compensation as those achieved by d-c
compensation, then equivalent a-c compensation will not suffice.
will be seme differences in the characteristics.

There

To offset these differ

ences, the equivalent a-c network can be constructed with variable resis
tances and inductors of approximately correct values and then can be ad
justed to obtain the desired characteristics, provided the band width
requirement of the system is compatible with the approximations made in
Appendix I.

A-C compensating networks are resonated at the carrier frequency
of the system and therefore they are sensitive to fluctuations in the
carrier frequency.

If the carrier frequency should drift from desired

value, then these networks will no longer be resonated at the carrier
frequency.

The frequency response characteristics, shown in Figures 1

and 2 will no longer be symmetrical about the carrier frequency.

Thus

a-c compensating networks will not provide the proportional plus deriv
ative action necessary for a-c compensation.

This drawback limits the use of these networks in applications
where frequency regulation is poor.
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VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The object of this thesis was to study the differences in the
frequency and transient characteristics of the prototype d-c and
equivalent a-c phase lead compensating networks and to investigate
the feasibility of an a-c compensation designed from d-c stability
analysis.

It is evident that for low signal frequencies, differences in
the characteristics are within tolerable limits.
increase as signal frequencies increase.

These variations

These differences also in

crease as the maximum designed phase shift of the networks increases.
However, it can be concluded that the design of the a-c compensating
work from the d-c stability analysis is

feasible.

Hie differences in the characteristics exhibited in this project
are not general in nature but may vary as the carrier frequency of the
system varies.

However, it can be said that the usability of equiva

lent a-c compensating networks depends primarily on the servo to which
they are applied.

A second order servo can be improved in transient

response considerably by these networks.

Similarly it is evident that

third and higher order systems whose higher order terms are small may
also be compensated by these equivalent a-c networks.

Two other facts emerge from this project.

First, each equivalent

a-c compensating network must obey a constraint between the pole and the
zero of the prototype d-c lead network and the carrier frequency of the
system.

Second, at higher carrier frequencies, the bridge and parallel-T

networks are limited in their usefulness by these constraints.
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It is experienced that restrictions on carrier frequency and
component tolerances are more severe on a-c compensating networks than
d-c compensating networks and RLC a-c networks are more flexible than
bridge and parallel T networks.
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APPENDIX I.
TRANSFER FUNCTION OF A-C LEAD NETWORK

Hie frequency function of the series R-L-C circuit shown in
Fig. 5 may be written in the form:

E s r G C luJ \ -

E.;

-v

j OoL -+■

(A.1)

_L -

‘J
JiOC

cu*LC—

l - j o R4 C

(A.2)

<^*LC -l-jwcR,-tl?,3C
If this network is

1

tuned to the carrier frequency

2

(i.e. — - = Vr)

then,
c*a- o '
to,— C
(A. 3)

(o'— (O4

i

- j o t R,-+fta:>C

to,

for signal frequencies which are small relative to the carrier fre

quency,

A

A

O - oc -

C .O - o c i c. <o -v iofc i

0u 5 0

Cco- <oc )
(A.4)

Since

<oc

o i

^ o

substitution of (A.^) into (A. 3) and simplifying

j^Llr t cO- «ot> -f \
______________ _

=
R, -f

j

I
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l -+
(A. 5)

I -+■
*, + «* *

C KQTS)
Q C 1+ "TsJ

Where
a, attenuation constant is a

T, time constant is
Cw?c ±

US* ~

Oc

=

2L
**1 + R2

(A.6)
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